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Alatas rejects cheap pastiche
Text Ana Martins

In the face of the precarious urban-planning schemes that Turkish Prime Minister Recep 
Tayyip Erdogan’s government sketches for Istanbul – plans that sparked nationwide pro-
tests, which continue as I write – some projects lift our spirits and shed a ray of hope 
on the city’s future. Mindful, significant and visually original renovations do happen in 
Istanbul, projects that represent the optimal opposite of the raze-and-rebuild policies 
advocated by the AKP (Justice and Development Party), which show little or no regard for 
environmental and social concerns, not to mention the voices of citizens.
 As the government’s favoured neo-Ottoman architecture invades the city, it 
becomes increasingly imperative to focus attention on the fresh, innovative restora-
tion works that recognize the city’s past as the capital of the Ottoman Empire and at the 
same time welcome its current place in the 21st century. One such undertaking, by Istan-
bul-based studio Alatas Architecture and Consulting, features the conversion of a 19th-
century waterside mansion that overlooks the breathtaking Bosphorus. The office has 
attempted to reclaim the original elements of the house while, as studio founder Ahmet 
Alatas explains, ‘refusing to replace the missing components with copies of the originals’.
 After stripping the historical building of interventions made during an inadequate 
renovation in the 1980s, Alatas restored the original main façade and came up with con-
temporary design solutions for adapting the building to its new function as an office, as well 
as for making it structurally safer. Rejecting cheap pastiche, the studio relied on the care-
ful integration of modern architecture in a scheme which culminates in an electric interior 
design that fulfils the clients’ programme precisely.
 While the front and side façades remain largely closed, the back of the building 
boasts floor-to-ceiling windows that allow the interior to melt into the green surroundings, 
aided by the roof of the subterranean meeting room, which is made of walkable glass. ‘The 
objective was to strengthen the users’ communication with outdoor spaces and nature,’ 
says Alatas, ‘and to help them take maximum advantage of sunlight.’
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